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ABSTRACT

A *inist'-arized unambiguous direction finder with no moving parts
is described. At a frequency of 1000 Mop a complete system, -*.onaiating:
ot a two-wire spiral antenna, with cavity backing, operating in the
first two radiation modes can be built into a vylinder 10 In. In diameter
and 3 In. deep. Direct scaling laws apply, so that at 2000 No, for ex-
ample, the cylinder would be 5 In. In diameter and 1 1/2 In. deep.
Since there are no moving parts, and printed-circuit techniques can be
used, the total weight (excluding power supply and readout or display)
will be loes than 1/2 lb.

The pattern of this antenna array gives hemispheric coverase. The
output, fed Into an analog device, gives a determination of the *loea-

*tion and asimuth of a received signal# with no aubigu 4tieso In the
hemisphere bounded by the plane of the spiral. The processing network
consists of two 3-way power dividers and a pair of hybrids, whiolh can
be mounted on the back of the cavity by using strip-line techniques.
An experimental vesion of the system has been built and preliminary
data are presented,

A Miniature direction finder with no moving parts has been designed
and conetrtcted for guided missile application to meet the need for a
compact, lightweight device with no directional ambiguities, to determine
both elevation and asimuath. It uses a two-wire Arohimedoetit spiral
antenna operating i.n the first two Modesl simultaleocuply. Although the
antenna may also be used as a scanning devicep discusuion heroin is
limited to the direction finder.

The directional finder has not orly the required deep null broad-
aide for accurate null finding near Lte, Axis, but also the capabilitty
of uniquely determining the signal direction In terus nf the conventional
antenna spherical coordinate angles S &nJ * in a wide cone about the
sntenna axis by using relative amplitudes of signals out of sivt tersinals
of a network, This network consistui of two 3-way power' dividers and
two hybrid ring networks. Dy the theorem of reciprocity, it cohcrent
signals are fed into the six output arms of the network, the direction
of the main lobe of the antenna may be uniqttly positioned by varying
the relative amplittideis of the six signals. Further research will be
required to increasei the precision of the direction finder.

15Based on a spiral mode selector circuit for~ an Archimedvain ipiral
array, DDFL Legal and VPntent Ser-iice. Office Docket No. 1091, J. A.
Kaiser.



2. TIMNOITICAL MVFIAX40M

To desaribe the manner in which the device functions) a spiral
antenna as a radiator is considered first. A two-wire, selt-comple-
mentary, Arohimedean spiral antenna, 1  c connected to terminals Band
* of the ring network is ted from either terminal I or 2 as illustrated
In figure 1, The diameter of the antenna must be at least 2)VR but
lwus than 3VIR, where X Is the operational wavelength, so that the
antenna will operate In the first two radiation modes only.

A
5

S 3

A L

Pliure 1, Ring network.

1J. A. Kaiser, "The Archimedean Two-Wire Spiral Antenna' IRI PGAP,
Vol AP-8 (1960) p 312,

9J. A. Kaiser, "Flat Archinledean Spiral Antenna, Prirciplvt alin
Application," DOFL TR-726, 15 Aug 59.
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Assume That a radio frequency signal is applied to terminal 1 of
the ring network. The energy of this signal divides equally as it enters
the ring and emerges from the network at terminals 3 and 4 with equal
amplitudes, but 1.800 Qut of phase. Consider that the lingo from 3 to 5
and 4 to 6 are of equal length so that there is no relative phase shift
of tOe two signals entering the terminals of the antenna. In the
vicinity of the center of the antenna the currents are out of phase; for
this reason little radiation occurs. As the currents proceed away from
the center, the relative phkae Is shifted beoause of the difference in
path lengths along the two spiral filaments. When the difference in
path lengths between Rd.scent conductors Is A/21 the currents in theme
oonduiwtors are In phaone and the radiation vector* add. Uven for fairly
ooarse Archimedean spiral antennas, the difference in path length of
)W2 can be approximated as occurring in a thin annulus of radius a/2n.
At some pi•int in this circular region, the currents In adjacent filaments
will be In phase with 1;he currents entering inLo terminal 1. Using this
as a reference point, ,)no can establish a relative phase diagram of the
uurrents about this X~r -radium circle. [Goo inner ring in (A) of fig.2]
This mode of operation is called the first radiation mode.

SiMIarly, If a signal is applied to terminal 2 of the network shown
in tigure 1, the currents entering the antenna are in phase and of equal
amplitude, and the radiation vectors will add on the )/. radius circle..
Again one can establish the relative phase diagram [outer ring in (A) of
fig. 9] with this mode of operation) called the mooned radiation wwoo,
Note, however, that the "0" phase of the second mode may or may no; lie
on th4v ame radius as the "0" phase point of the first radiation mode.

The phase of the currents establish the phase of the radiation fields.
At some angle #, the radiation fields of the first mAde antd the second
move are in phase. This direction is re.ferred to as -a 0, and the phase
diagrsm Is re4rawn as shown in (3) of figure 2, indicating the direction
of In-phase fields ans "0" "o0".

If an rf signal is fed into both terminals 1 and 2, both modes will
be excited simultaneously. If these signals are in phase, the radiation
field will be such that tho radiation vectors of the first and second
mode wili add in the ý = 00 diro'etion and cancel in the w - 1800 direc-
tion, thus forming a null in the 0 - 1800 direction. If the phase Anto
terminal I in shifted by 180to, the first mode is rotated through 1800,

shifting the null to the direction of ý -a 00, If the signal into terminal
2 is shifted by 1800 the physical rotation of the second mode is 9001
shifting the null 90', By the theorem of reciprocity, if the antenna is
used as a receiver, the p'hahe of the signals out of terminals I and 2
can be used to determine the direction of the source.

The exact fiold equations for the spiral Antenna operating in th.'
first or second mode have not been derivod. As An approxirtntion,
based on pattern measurements, the first mo'de antenna pattern can be



"It+(ND MODEo

(A) RILATIVE PHASN DIAGRAM

10ITO 160

0

(9) DIRECTION OF IN-PHASE FIELDS

Figure 2. Spiral Array phasing diagrams.



represented .by P cos e e (J + jWt), and the second mode by a sin e

e020 + Jwt) where 4 is defined in til• range Qo.21T, and , S defined
between 0 and IT/2. These are in phase at as required'by the
method of defining the radiation fields of the first and second modes.
Also, if the crossover point of the relative gain patterns of the two
modes occurs at e = eo, then

a sin B = 0 cos e00 0

Assume a signal received by the antenna from a direction (, OP),
fed into a network, shown in figure 3, consisting of two 3-way power
dividers and two hybrid ring networks. The line lengths of the network
are such that a = b, c = d, e = f + X/4, where X is the system design
wavelength. The signals in the arms, before detection, are of the
form shown in table 1.

Table 1. Antenna Signal Forms

A (2 P cos e eJO) ejwt (first mode)

B (2 a sin e eJ20) ejWt (second mode)

C (a sin 0 e eJ2 + C os e eJO) eJWt

D ( • sin e eJ20 +acos eJ) ejWt

E (a sin e ej20 + • cos 0 eJO) ej(Wt - 7T/2)

+ (- a sin e eJ20 + P cos e eJO) ejWt

F (a sinE ee2 4 + 1 cos 8 eJ9')ei(t-

- a sin e eJ20 + P cos 8 ejý) ej~t

After square law detection, .theýe signals are of the form shown in
table 2.
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Table,2. Signal Forms After Square Law Detection

A O coso e

B C? sin Be

c C? sinI' + pcos 3 e + 2a a sin e cos e cos

D a sin Be + e cos Be- 2 a - sin e cos a cos

E a sin ae + coso e + 2 a 1 sin e cos e sin

F a sin 3G + cos Be_ 2 a 1 sin e cos e sin

It can be seen that the sum of the indications (power) in arms A and B

is equal to the sum of the indications in arms C and D, and is also

equal to the sum of the indications in arms R and F, which must be the

case considering the method in which the power is split up. These six

arms have signals that are apparently a function of four variables:
a, P, e, and *. However, since the products a sin e and P cos e are

the only way in which these parameters appear, the signals in the six
arms can actually be expressed in terms of three variables: a sin 8,

P cos 8, and *. Also, the detected signals in arms A and B are seen
to be independent of *.

To find the direction from which an incident signal is coming,
an algebraic function of the signals in arms, A, BD, C D, E, and F (for
simplicity, the amplitude of the detected signal in an arm is represented
by the name of the arm), combined with the knowledge of e (which can
be set by calibration) is all that is necessary. By simpe manipulation

= sin-1 E-FI ( -~ + (CD)S]I(I

and

0 tan-1 [(c-) tan 00
B 0I

Theoretical plots of the amplitudes of the detected signals as a
function of variations in e and 0 are given in figures 4, 5, and 6. There
are, of course many other relationships ý'that can be used to calculate

A simpler relation for ¢ would be 4 = tan -i(E-F) but this would be dif-
(C-D)

ficult to handle in-the region in which C-D - 0, in which case one could

eon'iider ¢ cot-I (C-D)

11
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0 and 0, and A study of the deviation of the actual first and second
mode antenna patterns from the assumed relations might be useful In
determining the probable deviation of the actual source direction
from the calculated source direction.

From the redundancy in observations, it might "s that tower
detectors could be used to determine S and 0. In this section it
will be shown that, In general, this is not possible, but that under
certain assumptions It might be possible to eliminate aom A and I
(amd thus replace the three-way power dividers with two-way power
dividers) from the system.

Lot 1/2 1( Q-D)'II +. (3-noý 91 a 2 a A min 0* ag

Then

K12 1/2 (C + D) i - Cr sin 8e, co 8ose÷ a+ a* 0 in' Os 0

. [a sin 0 +. 1 Got

anot similarly
92, a 1/2 (C + D) [a *in - . . - Gas..1"

2K, if it is Mown h:w 2 :ompart with : p that to, whetber it is

"-ha'g-- or Smaller; then 6 can be found. %to might be the OR" In a
diroution finder or homing device. For example, it •) o*, then
a sin 0 Gos S < 00 and

0.tan. 3ta
.4/21 i K" 1K3

if e < B, then a sin 8 - coo 0 < 0, and

Sa tan 2 3s tan

Thus, if it is known from which general direction (in elevation) the
received signal is expected, four detectors can be used Instead of
six. Also, by adjusting the pattern gains in tho first and second
moiles (i.e.. a and P)p % can be controlleJ and thus give better con-
trol over the region from which signals are permissible. MakingS 0

near 00 or 90°, however, will introduce a large uncertainty in the
calculated direction for a small measurement error,

15



3. EX10URIM"KTAL PROCBDUJM

A two-wire Arohimedean spiraik antennai 2V)./f in diameter was mounted

)/4 in front of a 24-in. square ground plane. This s.'semably was then

mounted on a two-axle rotst~r. .The two outputs ot the aiitenna were fed

into t)he networks Illustrated in figure 7.

The antenna war mounted so thiat it could be rotated about its axis

of symme-try [0 .0), The antenna was illuminated with a circularly

polarized continuous wave signal at 1020 Me, The terminals at A through

7 were all terminated in matched dummy lomde, except for one that was

terminated In a square law detector. The detected signal amplitudes

at C, D6 X0 , wetie recorded as a function of 0 for * a so) loop ie°, 300p

450 $ 0 0 75 (itgures 8, 9p 10, 11, 12, 13p 14). The amplitudes at

A and B were recorded as a function of *for the BWs listed above (fig.

15, 16, 17, 18, 19p 20, and 21).

irma arm d

SIGNAL PROCE•SSOR

1"
- TFM8

X1U 8.01" (r•.I020Mc)

ANTENNA TERMINALS

Figure 7. Exporimentil direction finder.
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Figure 8. Azimuthal plots of C, D, E, F for 6
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Figure 9. Azimuthal plots c-f (C, D, E, F fc'- e .C
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Figure 10. Azimuthal P10ts Of C, D, E, F to!- e
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to 1021 met - LERFT CMOULAN W0ANZATION

riguro 12. AzimButhal plots of V, D) E, F for 0 = 450.
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t* oUm - L.EF CIRCLAR POLARIZATION

F~igure 13. Azimuthal plots of C, 1), E, F for t) = 60.
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--- FIRST MOOE PATTERN (A)
-SECOND MODEPATTERN (8)
f, oae 102 moLEFT CIRCULAR POLAMfZAT"O

THENE PATTERNS WERE RECORDED AT AGAIN
SETYMiNGb K LOW THE OTHERS

Figure 15. Aziuuthe.l plote of A and B for 0 = 50.
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riRIFr MODE PATTERN IA)
-SECOND MOOK PATTERN 10)
f~w 1022 me- LIFT CWWCLAR POLANIZAIMO

TIlE. FATlIRNO WERE RECORDED AT A SAIN

Figure IfI. Azimuthal plots of A and B for 8 a 10'0.
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--- FIRST MMCE PATTERN (A)
-IZECONO NOK PATTERN(SM
fee 102 Oate- LEFT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

THEN P~T FERNS WERE RE1COROIO AT A GAIN
SETTING bidb BELOW THE OTHERS

Figure 17. Azimuthal. plots of A and B3 for e = 150
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PIR$T UWCE PAYTERN4 IA)
-~SKCOWi MmC PATTERt4(S1

fen1021 M46- LEFT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

THEW3 PATTERNS WERE RECORDED AT A GAIN
SETTMIN Odb KLOW THE O~THERS

Figuare 18. Azimuthal Plots of A and B for 0 =300.
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FIRST MODE PATTERN (A)
-- SECOND MODE PATTERN (8)

f0. I=2 met- LEFT CIRCULAR POLARIZATION

Figure 19. Azimuthal plots of A and B for 8 = 450.
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Figure 21. Azimuthal Plots of A and B for S 750.
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4. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMINTDATIONS

Since data given in figures 8 through 21 indicate that the system
behaves approximately as assumed in the formulation tabulated in table 2,
it is assumed that the antenna can be used to determine the spherical
coordinate angles * and 8. It is estimated that the determination of
e will be most precise for 150 < 8 <750.

No attempts have been made to optimize the circuit and antenna.
However, it has been demonstrated that the spiral antenna is a precise
phasing device, suggesting the possibility of engineering an accurate
direction finder. Ultimate system accuracy will also be a function
of the frequency dependence and losses of the processing networks.
One source of azimuth error is discussed in appendix A.

Investigation of the three arrangements listed below may provide
a method of increasing the precision of the direction finder.

(1) Increasing the X/4 spacing between the antenna and the
ground plane, causing a partial null in the first mode radiation
pattern.

(2) Adding a similar antenna element in front of the antenna,
increasing the gain of both first and second modes.

(3) Adding an antenna for the first mode only in front of the
spiral antenna, thus increasing the first mode gain only.

No attempt has been made up to this time to evaluate the relative
efficacy of the various arrangements.

'J. A. Kaiser, "The Archimedean Two-Wire Spiral Antenna," IRE PGAP,
Vol. AP-8 (1960).
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APPEIDIX A

FREQUENCY ERROR ANALYSrS

One possible source of error, in the spiral antenna direction,:
finder is the effect of a change in frequency from the design value.
If the antenna is used as a direction finder, a shift in the. source
frequency would cause lines e and f of the network. tO6 hav0& ieitths
that differ by more or less than a' quarter wavelength. Also, if the

system is to be used to search for and locate unknown signal sourcw,
it would be necessary to know over what frequency range- the sys em
can be designed to search without exceeding an acceptable error in
the calculated direction.

Equations (1) are rewritten for ease of analysis, as

S= ta 1  F

and e tan1  [( 1/2 tan eJ

The only arms affected by a shift in frequency are E and F, so that the
observed elevation angle is not affected by a change in frequency.. If
the difference in line length is equivalent to an angular rotation of
y degrees, then the input signals to arms E and F can be written

(neglecting ej t) as

E: (a sin e eJ2ý + 0 cos e ej)) e-jY

+ asineeJ 2  + P eeJ

F: (a sin e ej24 + P cos e eJO)e-jy

-(-a a sin e eJ2 P cos e ejý)

For square law detection, the output of E is proportional to

C? sin a2(1 - cos y)+p cos 29(1 + cos -y)-!2 C4 P sin e cos 0 sin 0 sin

and the output of F is proportional to

o? sin 20(l + cos Y)+f? cos 20(l - cos 0-2 4 P sl 9 cos 0 sin sin y

" "33
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Thus the observed value of t (0all it *') it found to be

,, tan [- 11

a~ ~ ~ ta- ploosin @% cogn y + 2 m in * cog * Olin f in
2 taO mn coo 0 cos 9 J

tan 20sin~oscoo

0 tan' [104o5 of - OP/h gin s so, I V_ a + teo;axn # Bin .n# i

2(n' o a 1 c sin # coo co9 9

The error I'- * is thus

- a k tanos 0I -Chins.1 cos

The error in asimuth angle is seen to be 1etrongly dependent upon the
elevation ingle 0,

Substituting the orosuor point relation

C sin a I P cos 0
o

gilves, after sOme rearrangement

2a t a5J 00 tanS 003 anO in

If the lains of the first and second modes arc 6qual (tan 0o " 1),
this reduce* to

" "-"tan'-1 [cot 2 "oo V + tan sin ".

Thus, for elevation angles (e) near O (on axis) or near 900 (in the
alne of the spiral array), a large error in the cal:ulated value of
may occur for valuem of y t v/2.

Plotting the error in azimuthal angle si a funation of yp as shown
in figures Al and A.Z reveals that the maximum error occurs at values of

Snear 00P arnd the possible error increases greatly with increasing de-
viation of the lint length difference from 900. It this device is tit be
used to locate unknown signal sources, it i•i desiroble to have a single
device operate over a wide range of frequencies. By using newly

34
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dovvlopoQd phase xhiftotrn; in which the Phatie difeXronoo betweon two
channels to very nearly 900 ove" o broad frequeney range), It io

theoretically poosIble to hold -y to the range o01 880 to 920 over a 2:1
range In froquo•ncy. Aosuming that this value can be approximately
held In practice and that other sources of error do not exist, the
maximsu eror In calculated aslamthal angl.e for elevation angles
between 100 and 600 is held to approximately 50.

• A New Class of Droad-Uand Microwave 9O-Degree Phaaw Shifters."

B. N. Schiffman, IRJ Trans Vol M'-t-6 pp 232-23.7, 1958.
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